Choose the correct answer.

Australia is home to the largest structure built by living organisms on the planet. What is it?





A termite tower in the outback.
Ayers Rock.
A wombat burrow.
The Great Barrier Reef.

Most British convicts who were sent to the penal colony of Australia had been found guilty of
what type of crimes?





Petty theft
Treason
Murder
All of the above

A traditional Easter treat in the U.S. is a chocolate bunny. What chocolate likeness is popular
in Australia?





Kangaroo
Koala
Bilby
Boomerang

In 1856, the Australian government reformed the country's voting process, becoming the first
nation to allow for what during elections?





Write-in nominations
Secret ballots
Recounting of votes
All of the above

What circumstances cause some Aussies to "go troppo," or have mango madness, as it's
also called.





Watching close cricket matches
The oppressive heat and humidity that comes just before monsoon season
Malaria outbreaks
Lunar eclipses

Which two animals appear prominently in the Australian coat of arms?





Crocodile and bandicoot
Koala and wallaby
Red kangaroo and emu
Platypus and Tasmanian devil

A local delicacy, Vegemite is a spread made from what ingredient?
 Corn
 Vanilla
 Calf liver
 Yeast

What's unusual about Kakadu National Park?





It's jointly managed by Aborigines and the Australian government
It's the only national park that is home to crocodiles
It's all underground
It's smaller than a city block

In the Australian bush ballad "Waltzing Matilda," what does "Matilda" refer to?





A girl
A style of dance
A bedroll
A kangaroo

In what year did the First Fleet arrive in Australia?





1778
1788
1770
1780

Where did the First Fleet land in Australia?
 Botany Bay
 Port Stevens
 Sydney Harbour
 Brisbane

If an Australian is "on the wallaby trail", what is he doing?
 Searching For Rural Employment
 Hunting
 Bushwalking
 Surveying Wildlife

How much water does the koala drink each day?
 About 3 Litres
 About 500 Millilitres
 Koalas Don't Need To Drink
 About 1 Litre

Which two oceans does Australia touch?
 Pacific and Atlantic
 Atlantic and Arctic
 Atlantic and Indian
 Pacific and Indian

Who won the first Australian Grand Prix in 1985?
 Nelson Piquet
 Alain Prost
 Keke Rosberg
 Ayrton Senna

When did Australia host Olympic Games?
 2000 Sydney and 1956 Melbourne
 2000 Perth and 1956 Sydney
 2004 Sydney and 1956 Melbourne
 2000 Melbourne and 1956 Sydney

True or False?
Kangaroos and Emus are on the coat of arms of Australia, because they cannot walk
backwards.
There is a lake in Australia that is bright pink by nature, and scientists aren't 100% sure why.
Australia's first police force was made up mostly of well behaved convicts.
The most popular food in Australia is the wallaby-nut, a delicious and rare delicacy.
Wombats have squarish poop.
Australia has never had a female Prime Minister.
People from Australia are known as "Kiwis".
There are 9 stars on the Australian Flag
It is illegal to eat kangaroo meat in Australia.
Hundreds of people die every year in Australia from snake bites.
The national sport of Australia is rugby.
Granny Smith apples originated in Australia.
The baggy green is worn by Australian Test cricketers.

What is the name of the bridge in the photo?

What animals can you see in the pictures?

